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Well we didn’t see this 
coming! Who would have 
thought that in March the 
world economies would 
start to grind to a halt     
because of a threat to our 

world as we know it from an enemy that we can’t 
see, hear or easily locate. It’s hard enough        
running a farm or any business without the huge 
raft of challenges that the Covid-19 crisis has 
thrown our way. On a personal note I had all my 
usual avenues of training people whipped away 
from me with the ban on travel, so the old cash 
flow took a hefty beating! In all of this we have 
seen sights that have left us all scratching our 
heads - I never did understand why people 
thought the world supply of toilet paper would 
run out - with panic buying of several                
commodities taking place. Meat was being 
stripped from supermarket shelves and              
apparently you couldn’t buy a new freezer from 
stores such as ‘The Good Guys’ for love nor     
money as the hoarders got set for living in          
isolation for the next 12 months. In all of this our      

Industry has kept moving forward. However with 
the closure of restaurants, the demand for fresh 
vegetables has certainly diminished over the past 
few weeks. But the one thing this event has shown 
us is that we can all adapt and start to look for     
other ways to run our businesses. Social distancing 
has now meant that meetings we would have      
previously travelled to, can be conducted via        
applications such as Zoom and Teams. And for 
many it is probably debatable if we will ever go 
back to formal face to face meetings. For me the 
Zoom account is now a major way I can deliver 
training and has become a very valuable tool to   
enable me to run my business, although having the 
dog sleeping under the desk and snoring, did cause 
some distractions in a recent session! John and I 
have been doing a large amount of work behind the 
scenes in an effort to get as much information out 
to growers as possible, and some of that                 
information is highlighted in this edition of the 
newsletter. However, let’s lose sight of the fact that 
Covid-19 is a dangerous health threat, so take care 
everyone, and let’s look forward to seeing each 
other on the other side of this! Regards Tony B 
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The President 

Hi everyone, usually I’d be welcoming everyone to the conference 
which has become another short term casualty of this crisis. The 
committee have been working very hard behind the scenes to see 
how we may be able to stage the conference and at this stage we are 
looking to try and run the event on the 17th - 19th November 2020.   
I have to say a huge ‘thank you’ to all of our sponsors who have     
chosen to stick with us ASN events have sent out an email with all 
the details and we have included a separate flyer in this newsletter. 
All of this is very dependent on government restrictions, but         

hopefully we will get the event off the ground. We will probably not have our usual overseas delegates 
joining us, but we still have a great potential speaker and trade show line up. So fingers crossed everyone! 
The HFF AGM was scheduled to take place at the last Grower Day - scheduled for our visit to Rijk Zwaan. 
For obvious reasons the event did not proceed. The committee has decided to postpone the AGM until we 
have clear guidance from the government about the feasibility of holding a meeting. In the short term, if 
we are unable to hold a face to face, we will be conducting the AGM via teleconferencing facility such as 
Zoom. This would also enable members to participate and add comment. As soon as we have more detail 
we will advise the membership of the process we will be adopting. Obviously everyone has been doing it 
tough, and this newsletter is packed with adverts from the trade who would certainly welcome your       
custom for a range of products. As part of the HFF’s commitment to support the industry we have waved 
the fees for the trade adverts in this edition—just a small way we can say thank you to all our regular      
supporters. This has been very much a dynamic landscape with rules and regulations changing on a daily 
basis so it’s been hard to keep up to date, however my thanks to the berry industry who supplied us with 
some great information, which we in turn could pass on to you. Otherwise life goes on! I am sure that like 
me you have all faced some difficult times, and hopefully with the restrictions on restaurant's opening 
again we will see the demand for fresh vegetables kick back in. If you, or you know of any growers that are 
struggling at the moment and you think that the HFF might be able to help, please get in touch with us. 
The aim of the HFF has always been to be a self help group for growers, and we are here to help if we can.  
So I am really hopeful that I can meet you all again at the end of the year where we can enjoy a great     
conference and a couple of beers together! Stay safe everyone—regards John 

Membership 

Hi everyone, usually at this time of year we are enjoying an increase in the    
membership as the conference is in full swing, but for obvious reasons things 
have changed this year. As you will have read in John’s report, we are hopefully 
aiming to get the conference running later in the year, and whilst we look           
forward to seeing as many people as possible at the event (fingers crossed!) it 
would be great if we can see some new faces as well. I’m pleased to report that 
we have had a steady flow of members joining the HFF even in these difficult 
times, and it’s good to see that growers and the allied trade still see membership 
of our organisation as being of value even when things are tight financially. And 
don’t forget that Grower members can list other members of their farm as     
Grower Member Colleagues (giving them similar benefits to a grower               
membership) all for the bargain price of $30.00. With a bit of luck I will see many 
of you towards the end of the year, but in the meantime stay safe! Ian Mortlock—Membership Secretary 
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Royal Brinkman 

 

                                The outbreak of Covid-19 has caused widespread disruption and chaos globally,                          

                         these are unprecedented, turbulent times for us all. The health and safety of 

   our colleagues, customers and partners is our primary concern, We have taken  

   measures in order to prevent further spreading of the virus (Advice COVID-19). 

   In not wanting to jeopardise the health of any of our customers, we have  

   stopped all visits for the foreseeable future. Technical support and guidance will 

be provided by mail or phone as usual, and we endeavour to offer you our full support as best we can 

during these difficult times. Our goal is clear: to protect the health of our people and partners.       

However, as an essential link in the food supply chain, we are committed to ensuring that professional 

growers receive a timely supply of products to continue providing citizens with healthy food      

throughout the covid-19 crisis. This responsibility is at the heart of our daily commitment. We will of 

course stay abreast of all changes to local regulations and keep our customers updated as the           

situation evolves. We will do our utmost to keep things as close to normal as possible, but due to the 

seriousness of the pandemic, this may not always be easy or possible, and we are counting on your 

support as we tackle these trying times together. Our team will keep you informed and updated by 

phone or email, should you have any queries or concerns, please don’t hesitate to get in touch. 

This is a difficult time for us all, and it’s essential that we stand united, work together and support 

each other to the best of our abilities. Most importantly, please stay healthy, take good care of      

yourselves and each other, and stay strong.  David Sobevski—Managing Director Royal Brinkman 

Australia +61 0429 706 659 

Garden City Plastics 
 

http://4n5ic.r.ah.d.sendibm4.com/mk/cl/f/EuVsAwTuif1X6-iaI6CJ61_AP2KhzTY22NhHRdXTKRX6XXc8E_nZU545NrG72aUUK7GyjuX6N3F5hJR3T0XKX0i866A5dOua65pToh3BfljVFCvU4LBNxm_PAdDdUDQSSg6p8sOu-uTGH7cwbmUgU9u_ibddjEFKNlHclsMMFTZrxcp1IVLVKCrp1Xpbi-5IsBULSpS-aYEK-AST4IrdReRWR_
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Royal Brinkman 

“Targeted, controlled and efficient disinfection“ 

Huwa-San TR-50 is a unique stabilized hydrogen peroxide that stands out for its superior stability and   
efficient operation. Huwa-San is the product for powerful cleaning of drip hoses, tanks and other parts of 
the irrigation system. Thanks to its unique stabiliser, Huwa-San retains its power throughout the entire 
water system. Moreover, unlike other products, it doesn't contain any harmful substances and is       
odourless, colourless and non-corrosive at the correct dosage. Huwa-San has proven itself in removing 
biofilm and preventing blockages in the    
water system.  

Advantages 

• Powerful stabiliser throughout the              
enterprise irrigation system 

• Prevents the spread of germs 

• No harmful substances 

• Biodegradable 

• Algae prevention 

• Odourless and colourless 

• Non-corrosive 

For further details contact David Sobevski 
and the team at Royal Brinkman 
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Farm worker checklist 

This guide is to help workplaces reduce the risk of spreading coronavirus (COVID-19). All workers who 
have symptoms like those seen with coronavirus (COVID-19) should not go to work and should get tested. 
This will help prevent outbreaks of coronavirus in the workplace, protecting not only fellow workers, but 
also the broader Victorian community. This document provides guidance to workplaces about worker 
health checks.  
For more information about coronavirus (COVID-19) including in the workplace, see the department’s 
website: https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/coronavirus.  
 
Protecting workplaces and the community from coronavirus (COVID-19) 
Employers have a key role to play encouraging workers with symptoms of coronavirus (COVID-19) to 
stay away from work and get tested. 
Everyone who feels unwell and is tested for coronavirus (COVID-19) is helping us understand how the vi-
rus is spreading. All workers with symptoms of coronavirus (COVID-19) should be tested. A full list of 
symptoms is provided below in the checklist. 

Checking for coronavirus (COVID-19) symptoms 
Workers need to know the symptoms of coronavirus (COVID-19), they should be aware they must stay 
away from work if they have symptoms, and they should have information on how to get tested.  

Checking workers for coronavirus (COVID-19) symptoms before entering the workplace is an important 
way to raise awareness and prevent the spread of the infection through the workforce and broader    
community.  

A coronavirus (COVID-19) checklist for workers, for use in the workplace, is shown on the next page.  

This checklist should be regularly completed by workers, ideally prior to the start of every shift in a     
workplace other than their home.  

The checklist should be conducted, while maintaining safe distances or over the phone, before entering a 
worksite, via text message system, or other non-contact methods. It is advisable to have a system in place 
that limits the sharing of equipment, tools, pens, notebooks and computers. Workplaces should ensure 
that any collection of information adheres to relevant privacy legislation. 

The checklist itself does not need to be submitted. It can be used by workplaces as an assurance that they 
are conducting the right checks for their workers. 

Testing for coronavirus (COVID-19) 
If a worker’s checklist indicates they may have symptoms which could be caused by coronavirus (COVID-
19), they should be encouraged to seek medical advice and a test. 
People can get tested for coronavirus (COVID-19) at many places across Victoria. To find out what’s avail-
able near you, call the 24-hour coronavirus hotline on 1800 675 398. 
If you have symptoms, you can visit: 
• Your local general practitioner. Call them before you visit. They may perform a test or refer you to a 
pathology provider for swab collection. 
A GP respiratory clinic. Visit the Australian Government coronavirus (COVID-19) site for a full list of GP 
respiratory clinics and how to book an appointment. 
• A Victorian hospital respiratory clinic.  
• A Community Health Centre respiratory clinic.  

• A mobile drive-through clinic at a shopping centre.  

https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/coronavirus
https://www.health.gov.au/initiatives-and-programs/coronavirus-covid-19-gp-respiratory-clinics
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Farm worker checklist 

For respiratory clinic locations in Victoria see the department’s website:  

https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/getting-tested-coronavirus-covid-19 

After being tested workers should not attend work whilst awaiting their result. The worker will need to 
remain isolated, away from the workplace, until a negative result is received. If the result is positive, then 
the patient will be managed by their doctor until recovered. They will also be contacted by a Public Health 
Officer to find out more information and to provide the worker with further advice about what they need 
to do.  

For any person diagnosed with coronavirus it is important they stay in their home or accommodation    
until a Public Health Officer advises they are no longer infectious, and it is safe to return to normal          
activities.  

Coronavirus (COVID-19) checklist for workers 
This checklist is to assess whether you may have risk factors for, or symptoms of coronavirus (COVID-
19).  

You should complete this checklist before the start of any shift where you are entering a workplace. 

            Yes No 

Have you been diagnosed with coronavirus and are currently in isolation?        

Are you in a period of 14-day quarantine as directed by a health professional?        

Have you been identified as a close contact* with anyone who has coronavirus?        

 

* A close contact is someone who has spent greater than 15 minutes face-to-face, cumulative, or the    
sharing of a closed space for more than two hours, cumulative, with a confirmed case of coronavirus 

If you answered YES to any of the above questions you should not attend the workplace until advised to 
do so by a health professional. 

If you answered NO to all the above questions, proceed to the symptom checklist below.  
Are you experiencing these symptoms: 

            Yes No 

Fever                 

Chills                  

Cough                 

Sore throat                

Shortness of breath                

Runny nose                 

Loss of sense of taste                

If you have ANY of the above symptom, you should tell your employer. You should not enter your work-
place (or should leave work), and you should seek medical advice and get tested for coronavirus (Covid-
19) 

If you answered NO to all the above questions, you can enter the workplace. If you develop  symptoms, 
complete a new checklist. For further advice call the 24 hour coronavirus hotline 1800 675 398 

https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/getting-tested-coronavirus-covid-19
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Diversifying To Survive 

Long term HFF member and herb grower—George 
Bobbin—has been forced to go back to basics as he 
strives to keep his business afloat in the wake of the 
Covid-19 pandemic. Prior to the issues associated 
with Corona virus, George was servicing the micro 
herb market with restaurants making up a large      
sector of his market, and was sending around 30,000 
pots of micro herbs Australia wide and overseas. 
“"Most of our product is sent around Australia, but 
some is sent to Hong Kong and Singapore. I  just      
received a phone call from an agent, that supplies 
overseas, with a cancellation of orders because       
Singapore has closed their borders," said George. With the restaurants closing down, the demand for 
micro herbs soon started to dry up, and added to this, micro herbs are a very young and tender product 
so they are difficult to store for supermarket sales. George has seen his cash flow fall to almost zero 
from a weekly gross income of around $50,000. To diversify, George decided to take things back to 
where the business all began before the niche micro herb market emerged. He has recommenced    
growing larger pots of herbs such as Coriander and Basil, to sell to local supermarkets, allowing him to 
get by on a small profit. “We hope by the end of the month to have some larger product—it’s what we 
started off doing 20 years ago” said George. In the meantime George is still faced with some hefty        
operating costs to remain in business. “We spend around $60,000 on heating alone and our wage bill 
runs at about $24,000 a week, plus water and rates—it all adds up.” But George is optimistic at getting 
through the issues - and like many others is just having to wait and see what happens. (Story courtesy of 
ABC News) 

ECOMIX 
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Safework Resource Site 

Safework Australia has set up a really useful website with a large amount of resources for growers to    
access in the ongoing Covid-19 crisis. The site can be accessed via the URL of:-  
https://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/collection/business-resource-kit-covid-19 The site has a huge 
range of useful resources that can downloaded and is updated on a regular basis. Also located on the 
web site are some great resources such as checklists and some really useful info graphics resources Make 
sure you log on and check the site out! 

https://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/collection/business-resource-kit-covid-19
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Useful e-Tools 

One of the side effects of the Covid-19 pandemic has been that all industries have 
had the time to look at how things can be done in a ’smarter’ way to get around the 
restrictions on travel and face to face meeting, as well as becoming better organised 
as an industry. In terms of meetings, we have seen many companies use internet 
based solutions such as Zoom or Microsoft Teams. These programs allow you to 
have a virtual face to face meeting or invite a number of people to the same event. 
Both of these programs are free but do have some limitations. The free version of 
Zoom limits you to 40 minute meetings, but the next paid version at $20.99 per 
month gives you up to 24 hour duration meeting times—if you really want to spend 
that long in a meeting! Microsoft teams works on a similar basis. But where as this 
type of technology was seen as something in the ‘to hard’ basket before Covid—19,          
companies are now embracing this technology as the norm. Another really useful set 
of e-tools come with a package called iAuditor. This is software that lets you          

generate your own audit and has been predominantly designed for safety checks. However, you can    
easily customise pre made audits, and/or generate your own audits and use them for any type of check 
list/recording purpose you like. The audits themselves  can be used from a phone or tablet/ipad and allow 
the user to directly input data into the program via these hand held devices. We have witnessed growers 
using these edited audits to record crop registration data directly into the program. On top of the           
numeric data, you can also take photos of various factors which also are stored in the program. At the 
end of the audit process, the data is stored in a document that you can date and sign, and this can be     
exported as pdf. Really useful stuff. iAuditor are currently providing pre designed audits for work force 
Covid-19 safety that you can use. Again the initial program is free and will suit most growers needs. When 

it comes to organising tasks and routines, it’s probably fair to say that this is an area 
that we could all do with some help in. The ‘to do’ list can often either take the form 
of a complicated spreadsheet or several scraps of paper depending on your         

computer based skills! Trello is a free computer based task organiser that gives you a complete overview 
of all the tasks you have to attend to. The dashboard of Trello is made up of lists that you generate. They 
can be steps in a workflow categories or whatever you want them to be. You can then add cards to the 
lists to keep track of everything you need to do or remember. The cards can be dragged from list to list if 
required, but more importantly is the ability to set ‘due by’ dates for each task, which will automatically 
be indicated when the date is due. The boards can also be shared between end users and an email is    
generated each day highlighting various changes that have occurred. So as a famous music personality 
often says, ‘Do yourselves a favour’ and take the time to have a look at these products—now is probably 
the time when you have some availability to examine these options, and even better, they are all free! 
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Monbulk Rural 

Monbulk Rural Enterprises has been in the greenhouse business for nearly 40 years. Founded in 1982, the 
business being located in Monbulk is in the heart of Australia's most intensive horticultural area. Our 
premises covers over 1.4 hectares and comprises an administration building, retail shop, manufacturing 
factory and multiple demonstration and storage greenhouses. Monbulk Rural trades primarily in            
commercial greenhouses and associated equipment and horticultural products. The main aim is to provide 
crop protection to all areas of horticulture and agriculture, including flower growers, nurseries,                
hydroponic growers, the wine industry and orchardists. Monbulk Rural is also an importer and wholesale 
distributor to other suppliers around Australia. We are known throughout the industry and are always 
keen to offer expert advice or to source any special customer requirements. Visit our website for further 
details of all our products and services at www.monbulkrural.com.au 

 

AIS Greenworks 
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Roskam Pty Ltd 

 

 

Perfection 
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A & D Australasia Pty Ltd 
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Powerplants 

Being local pays dividends especially in a time when boarders are closed.  

Up until 2014 all Powerplants staff were based in Victoria and travelled interstate to complete work 
around Australia. Being close to our customs became increasingly important as growers saw the benefits of 
implementing technology an applying improved production techniques. This had a significant impact on 
dense food growing regions and production nurseries across Australia. Local support became paramount 
to the long-term success of businesses making an investment.  Today Powerplants have staff in 4 states 
and have appointed and trained partners such as Bon in Western Australia and SVW in Victoria to meet the 
local service needs of customers across the country. In this time Powerplants have also invested the        
upskilling of 8 Priva technicians that have been working very hard to ensure that new projects are          
commissioned on time and that our network of existing customers are kept running smoothly during these 
testing times. Being local has paid dividends in a time when the boarders between states and territories 
are closed. “Only one part of the business is focused on providing solutions to growers. The rest of the 
business is there to ensure those systems are providing returns for growers across their full working life.” – 
Carl van Loon. To ensure this service can be carried out promptly Powerplants have always carried a wide 
array of critical spare parts to support every system in the market. 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Until 2018, when new customers would place an order for a fertigation system it would take 3-4 months to 
get this system manufactured in Holland and shipped to Australia. Based on increased demand Power-
plants started keeping full water systems in stock of all shapes and sizes. Having multiple water systems in 
stock has been very worthwhile for customers who need to set up quickly in order to capture a market or 
sure-up supply of their produce especially during this time.  

   Paul Drop     Ben Volz                                      Matt Wade                           Alastair McLean 

      NSW                      VIC                                              VIC/TAS                                         SA 

   Chris Kotze   Tyron Neumann                         Chris Gibbison                       Nathan Hewson 

    VIC (SVW)                     WA (Bon)                                       SA (Bon)                                        NZ 
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Calclear 

                               

Fit and Forget – Crop quality increases! After twenty years of this innovative water treatment system,     
patented and used worldwide there are interesting results from growers using this CALCLEAR EMF       
( electromagnetic) inline water treatment which may interest new and experienced Hydroponic growers. 

CALCLEAR Water Conditioners have been designed, patented and manufactured wholly in Australia since 
2000.    

•  CALCLEAR’S electromagnetic  system is the environmentally friendly method of providing  benefits of     

     Soft water, Scale reduction and Plant Nutrition.  

• This simple method of water treatment uses a unique microprocessor transmitting a sine wave                 
programme through antennae pre-wound around the water pipe and installed inline. 

•  No filters or chemicals are used, and maintenance is minimal. 

•  The charged water descales existing scaled equipment and pipes. 

What are the results? 

Firstly, minerals are kept in solution thereby reducing scale and maintenance.  

Secondly, faster transportation and assimilation of nutrients particularly CALCIUM, for stronger cell walls, 
producing quality crops in all stages, dramatically increasing fruiting and brix / taste levels, head weight 
and shelf life.  

Our researcher (Dr Lynette Morgan) has shown CALCIUM UPTAKE produced strong cell walls, and reduced 
Tip burn in lettuce and Blossom end rot in tomatoes. In the context of protected cropping, Calclear will 
contribute to greater quantity and higher quality of vegetables, flowers ,fruit and herbs. For further         
details, please contact Robbie Fayle 
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Rijk Zwaan 

As the international high tech glasshouse 
sector continually grows and evolves,       
entering into new markets, Rijk Zwaan is at 
the forefront in variety choice in protected 
cropping and continues to invest in the    
development of new varieties for various 
crop types suited to new climate zones and 
regions. The growing Australian glasshouse 
sector is part of this international expansion 
and Rijk Zwaan is strategically placed to 
provide a full range of varieties to meet this 
future demand and help create growth 
within our market. Fluctuating and extreme 
seasonal conditions experienced in          
Australia and in many other parts of the 

world have led to an increased demand for reliance on high tech greenhouse production, which has seen 
the market continue to grow in this sector. Rijk Zwaan have had a long partnership with many growers in 
the Australian glasshouse sector with tomatoes as the industry developed and we understand the need to 
get the balance right for all in the supply chain. Endeavour RZ, being one of the market leaders in the large 
truss tomato segment in Australia has set the standards for quality and yield in the Australian market, 
where good presentation and sufficient firmness are essential criteria. One of the reasons Endeavour RZ 
continues to remain a dominant variety in the Australian market is its versatility and ability to adapt to the 
often-challenging daily demands of our climate, as well as the very different locations, greenhouse      
structures and designs across the country. Newcomer, Adventure RZ is a variety that retains many of the 
enduring characteristics of Endeavour RZ with the addition of powdery mildew resistance. It has also 
demonstrated its suitability to perform under the more generative climates or conditions. Over the past 
few years we have seen the addition of greenhouse capsicums, eggplants and cucumbers enter the       
market as alternatives to tomatoes. This trend towards diversity in the high tech greenhouse production 
follows developments in many countries around the world. We have observed that the market is seeking 
greater consistency of quality and more security of harvest, along with increased efficiencies in labour 
management and integrated pest management. As one of the world’s leading suppliers of greenhouse 
capsicum varieties, such as Davos RZ, Fabris RZ and Sven RZ, Rijk Zwaan has been assisting growers       
transition to these new crops through our international team of experienced crop advisors based in the 
key markets of The Netherlands and Canada, where greenhouse capsicums are the standard offerings. 
Fabris RZ is a more recent addition to the Rijk Zwaan line-up in Australia which offers some resistance to 
TSWV (tomato spotted wilt virus) whilst providing an excellent well-balanced plant habit with the leaf size 
and vigour necessary under our somewhat hotter summer conditions. Redline RZ is a new red blocky      
variety that has slightly larger fruit with even more yield potential in comparison to the current varieties.  
It has been chosen due to its strong plant habit and performance in the Canadian, United States (USA) and 
Mexican markets where larger fruits are at a premium and should fit well into the Australian climate. 
Growers who are willing to adopt a more generative approach when testing Redline RZ can reap the re-
wards of extra yield and quality.  High tech long cucumbers are an important crop internationally which is 
also expanding. Rijk Zwaan are uniquely positioned for growth in this sector within Australia, where we 
learn from the Canadian and USA greenhouse sector as they share similar market requirements for fruit 
size and length. They also have similar needs in disease resistances, such as powdery mildew and           
cucumber green mottle mosaic resistance.  Verdon RZ is the market leader in the Canadian and USA     
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Biological Services 

Biological Services are continuing to supply all    
orders of biocontrol products to our customers 
during periods of restrictions due to Covid-19. Our 
biggest challenge has been logistics. Some air 
freight routes in particular have been lost. Our 
office staff have been working really hard to find 
alternative fast freight routes to all parts of the 
country. Supply to protected cropping customers 
is an important year round part of our business. If 
any customers are having problems with deliveries 
please inform our office.  As our products are   
fragile & perishable please try to release ASAP on arrival.  Any growers starting new crops that require 
beneficials over the next 3-4 months please get in contact to discuss your requirements well in                 
advance.  This will assist us in our production & to plan deliveries to your site.  Biological Services are    
committed to supplying quality products & advice to help growers achieve results. 

PO BOX 501 LOXTON SA 5333                                           
Phone: 08 8584 6977 · Fax: 08 8584 5057         email:  
info@biologicalservices.com.au                           web: 

www.biologicalservices.com.au 

Rijk Zwaan 

markets in the so-called high wire (a layered cropping system) and the 
traditional grown ‘umbrella’ crop system. Commercial trials in          
Australia confirm that Verdon RZ is well suited to our climate and can 
deliver on its reputation for high yield and quality fruit. The                
development of the blue leaf trait by Rijk Zwaan, sold under the 
‘Blueleaf’ label is a range of exciting new genetics offering growers a 
more resilient plant and structure. The darker leaves provide             
additional benefits in managing pest and disease pressure, which      
ultimately leads to healthier plants and potentially extending the life of many cucumber crops. Following 
on from the high tech long cucumber variety Verdon RZ, Rijk Zwaan are evaluating two new blue leaf    
varieties specifically developed for the high tech segment this year in Australia. While overall a smaller 
crop worldwide, glasshouse-grown eggplants are creating a lot of noise in the market. This crop is       
growing in popularity with the rise of plant-based food and Australians have been quick to adopt this 
trendy food, including embracing the option to roast eggplant on the barbeque. Rijk Zwaan have been 
market leaders in the production of eggplant for many years in Europe in both high and mid tech           
systems. In Australia, the unheated, mid-tech sector has grown rapidly with eggplant production too. 
Over the past 10 years, with long oval shaped varieties like Monarca RZ, growers have established high 
standards with premium quality fruits. Our Australian climate with high light and high summer             
temperatures presents many challenges for Australian growers wanting to grow this crop in high tech 
conditions. Rijk Zwaan’s variety, Tracey RZ, has proven its capabilities under our tough conditions in trials.  
With its large firm oval shaped fruit, Tracey RZ can provide a combination of high quality and yield         
potential not seen in Australia previously. It also has the strength to withstand longer growing cycles in 
the Australian climate. Rijk Zwaan has the unique ability to trial and understand how varieties will react 
under varying conditions due to our continued trials across targeted climate zones. This knowledge       
assists us in developing further insight into plant resistances, providing further strength to our varieties.   
For more information contact Rijk Zwaan Australia on vegieseeds@rijkzwaan.com.au or                           
call +61 3 5348900. 

mailto:info@biologicalservices.com.au
http://www.biologicalservices.com.au/
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Vale Bill Roberts 

Professor Bill Roberts, a long-time member of Rutgers University, New      
Jersey, USA, passed away on 21 May 2020. Bill was well known around the 
world for his work in development of greenhouse technology, in particular 
poly greenhouses. In 1964 he developed the air inflated double                   
polyethylene film greenhouse. A simple technology but immensely            
important to the greenhouse industry as it reduced heating costs by around 
35% and resulted in a more stable and robust structure. In many instances 
double poly greenhouses were still intact after storms has shredded single 
skin structures. The double poly very quickly became a very important part 
of the local greenhouse industry. Bill visited Australia on a couple of          
occasions in the 1970s and gave presentations at CSIRO Griffith and Burnley 
Campus (formerly Horticultural College). In 2004 the air inflated double poly 
was recognised as an Agricultural Historical Landmark (USA). The first of 
these recognitions, in 1926, was for the plough. The double poly innovation 
is obviously in good company. The energy efficiency of the double poly 
meant that out of season heated greenhouse production, both food, and 
floriculture, was viable. It was the start of a long and sustained                   

technological development towards climate optimisation in greenhouses we have today. 

L to R - Professor Merle Jensen,   

Professor Bill Roberts and Geoff   

Connellan in front of the original 

double poly air inflated green-

house at Rutgers University, 2004  

Stoller 
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Western Sydney University 

 
PROTECTED CROPPING 
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Roam Technology 

As you all know, a novel coronavirus is causing an outbreak of human respiratory illness, called COVID-19 
(Coronavirus disease—2019) Within a few weeks, this highly contagious virus instigated a pandemic that 
resulted in a worldwide public health emergency.  

As a worldwide hygiene partner and as the producer of Huwa-San disinfection products, Roam Technology 
also continues to closely monitor developments related to COVID-19. Since our products are determined 
to be essential goods, transport across borders is no way delayed. Despite the increased global demand for 
our disinfection products, the supply of Huwa-San is guaranteed. However the global demand for our 
product has increased significantly. We made it our 
mission to ensure that all customers and growers 
continue to be supplied with Huwa-San disinfection 
products , and we are committed to delivering on 
this promise. We explicitly  ask all customers to 
place orders in time, as this is essential for our     
logistics operation.  

Roam Technology will remain to be active             
regarding support at customer level as well. Due to 
the global situation, international travel to provide    
local support is difficult at the moment . But we 
remain available for remote advice and support. 
Should you have any practical queries or concerns, 
please don’t hesitate to contact us.  

We are aware that these are difficult times for   
everyone, and are hopeful that the current      
worldwide situation will improve soon. Until then, 
stay safe and take good care of yourself and your 
loved ones. 

Ivan Casteels– Roam Technology 

Business Development Manager Export 

More information 

ivan.casteels@roamtechnology.com 

+32(0)89 44 00 42 
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